We overview the nonequilibrium Green function combined with density functional theory (NEGF-DFT) approach to modeling of independent electronic and phononic quantum transport in nanoscale thermoelectrics with examples focused on a new class of devices where a single organic molecule is attached to two metallic zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs) via highly transparent contacts. Such contacts make possible injection of evanescent wavefunctions from the ZGNR electrodes, so that their overlap within the molecular region generates a peak in the electronic transmission around the Fermi energy of the device. Additionally, the spatial symmetry properties of the transverse propagating states in the semi-infinite ZGNR electrodes suppress hole-like contributions to the thermopower. Thus optimized thermopower, together with diminished phonon thermal conductance in a ZGNR|molecule|ZGNR inhomogeneous heterojunctions, yields the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT 0.4 at room temperature with maximum ZT 3 reached at very low temperatures T 10 K (so that the latter feature could be exploited for thermoelectric cooling of, e.g., infrared sensors). The reliance on evanescent mode transport and symmetry of propagating states in the electrodes makes the electronic-transport-determined power factor in this class of devices largely insensitive to the type of sufficiently short organic molecule, which we demonstrate by showing that both 18-annulene and C10 molecule sandwiched by the two ZGNR electrodes yield similar thermopower. Thus, one can search for molecules that will further reduce the phonon thermal conductance (in the denominator of ZT) while keeping the electronic power factor (in the nominator of ZT) optimized. We also show how the often employed Brenner empirical interatomic potential for hydrocarbon systems fails to describe phonon transport in our single-molecule nanojunctions when contrasted with firstprinciples results obtained via NEGF-DFT methodology.
Introduction

Why study nanoscale thermoelectrics?
Thermoelectrics transform temperature gradients into electric voltage and vice versa. Although a plethora of widespread applications has been envisioned, their usage is presently limited by their small efficiency [1, 2] . Thus, careful tradeoffs are required to optimize the dimensionless figure of merit
which quantifies the maximum efficiency of a thermoelectric cycle conversion in the linear-response regime. This is due to the fact that ZT contains an unfavorable combination of the thermopower S, average temperature T , electronic conductance G and thermal conductance κ = κ el + κ ph . The total thermal conductance has contributions from both electrons κ el and phonons κ ph . In general, the thermopower S = S el + S ph also has two components, electronic S el and phonon-drag S ph , where the latter arises due to interchange of momentum between acoustic phonons and electrons. The devices with ZT > 1 are regarded as good thermoelectrics, but values of ZT > 3 are required for thermoelectric devices to compete in efficiency with mechanical power generation and refrigeration [1, 2] . The traditional efforts to increase ZT have been directed toward selective reduction of the lattice thermal conductance κ ph , using either complex (through disorder in the unit cell) bulk materials [3] or bulk nanostructured materials [4] , while at the same time maintaining as optimal as possible electronic properties encoded in the power factor S 2 G. However, decades of intense research along these lines have increased ZT of bulk materials only marginally [1, 2] . A complementary approach engineers the electronic density of states to obtain a sharp singularity [4, 5] near the Fermi energy E F which can enhance the power factor S 2 G, such as in Tl-doped PbTe where ZT 1.5 has been reached at T = 775 K [6] .
The nanoscale and low-dimensional [7] devices offer additional degrees of freedom that can be tailored to achieve high ZT, as exemplified by the recent experiments demonstrating how rough silicon nanowires (SiNW) can act as efficient thermoelectrics (ZT 0.6 at T = 300 K) although bulk silicon (ZT = 0.01 at T = 300 K) is not [8, 9] . Another example of nanoscale thermoelectrics has emerged from the recent experiments measuring thermopower of singlemolecule nanojunctions [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] and quantum dots [15] .
The availability of efficient nanoscale thermoelectrics could make possible targeted cooling of local hotspots [16] due to the ease of on-chip integration. To make use of lowdimensional thermoelectric devices in macroscale applications, many nanowires must be placed in parallel, so issues of the nanowire size and packing density arise [7] .
Besides device applications, the search for optimal ZT has ignited basic research in condensed matter physics and various engineering disciplines aimed at deepening our understanding of heat flow in nanoscale or in unconventional bulk systems. For example, the recent review article [17] on heat flow and thermoelectricity in single-molecule nanojunctions and atomic wires highlights that even apparently basic issues are not well understood in such systems. In conventional systems, where heat and charge currents are transported by Landau quasiparticles, ZT is normally limited by the Wiedemann-Franz law stating that κ el /GT is a system-independent constant. 1 However, the WiedemannFranz law is a result of the Fermi liquid theory and breaks down [20] in correlated bulk materials or in nanoscale systems (such as quantum dots or metallic islands) with strong Coulomb interaction effects. This has necessitated the development of novel theoretical techniques [21] to tackle thermoelectricity in correlated bulk materials, such as the combination of the dynamical mean field theory [22] with the local density approximation and the Kubo formula, which have revealed enhanced thermopower in, e.g., FeSb 2 and Na x CoO 2 due to electronic correlations [23] . In the realm of nanoscale correlated systems, significant ZT values have been predicted for, e.g., Kondo correlated quantum dots [24] , metallic single-electron transistors [20] and Kondo insulator nanowires [25] .
What is interesting about thermoelectricity in single-molecule nanojunctions?
Very recent experiments [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] have measured thermopower S as induced thermoelectric voltage in response to a temperature difference across organic molecule sandwiched between two gold electrodes. This has ignited vigorous theoretical efforts [17] [18] [19] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] to explore devices where a single organic molecule is attached to metallic or semiconducting [33] electrodes. In such nanojunctions, the dimensionality reduction and possibly strong electronic correlations [36] [37] [38] allow for the increase in S el concurrently with diminishing κ ph while keeping the nanodevice disorder-free [41] . For example, creation of sharp transmission resonances near the Fermi energy E F by tuning the chemical properties of the molecule and moleculeelectrode contact via chemical functionalization can substantially enhance [28, 33] the thermopower S el which depends on the derivative of the conductance near E F . At the same time, the mismatch in the phonon density of states at the electrode|molecule interface can severely disrupt phonon transport [42] , when compared to a homogenous clean electrode made of the same material, thereby leading to small κ ph . Besides offering a new route towards high-ZT devices, thermoelectric properties of single-molecule nanojunctions have been investigated as a tool that could resolve a number of fundamental issues in molecular electronics [43] . For example, Ref. [44] has suggested that the thermoelectric voltage in single-molecule nanojunctions, which is large enough and rather insensitive to the details of coupling to the contacts, can be employed to locate the position of the Fermi energy relative to the molecular levels. This concept has sparked the development of experimental techniques that can unambiguously identify the molecular orbital closest to the Fermi level of the electrodes by measuring thermopower and current-voltage characteristics of single-molecule nanojunctions [14] . The measurement of S el could also probe room-temperature quantum interference effects [19, 36, [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] in transport through single-molecule nanojunctions where Ref. [18] has predicted dramatic enhancement of the thermopower near a transmission node because the flow of entropy (as an inherently incoherent quantity) is not blocked by the destructive quantum interference which are responsible for blocking the charge current.
The single-molecule nanojunctions also provide access to nonlinear thermoelectric properties. Most theoretical studies of nanoscale thermoelectrics have focused on the linearresponse regime (i.e., close to equilibrium) where one operates close to the small voltage V = −SΔT which exactly cancels the current induced by the small temperature bias ΔT . As ZT → ∞, the efficiency approaches the ideal Carnot value η → η C = 1 − T /(T + ΔT ). Thus, in the linear-response regime ΔT T typically investigated for bulk materials, the efficiency stays low η ≈ ΔT /T even if ZT can be made very large. On the other hand, the recent experiments [10] on single-molecule nanojunctions showed nonlinearities in the measured S already at ΔT ≈ 0.1T . Furthermore, the analysis of simple phenomenological models of nanojunctions has suggested [38, 50] that optimal thermoelectric operation can be achieved in the out-of-equilibrium nonlinear regime. Such regime also requires theoretical approaches that go beyond usual concepts of the figure of merit ZT and thermopower S defined in the linear-response regime [38] .
What is the scope of this mini-review?
This article has two principal goals: (i) to present some technical details on the usage of nonequilibrium Green function combined with density functional theory (NEGF-DFT) computational methodology to study electron and phonon transport quantities which are required to understand thermoelectricity in single-molecule nanojunctions; (ii) to overview applications of NEGF-DFT methodology to a new class of single-molecule-based thermoelectrics [34] illustrated in Fig. 1 .
In these devices, an organic molecule is attached to metallic graphene nanoribbons with zigzag edges (ZGNR) via a strong covalent bond which ensures high transparency of ZGNR|molecule contact. This allows for evanescent wavefunctions to penetrate from the electrodes into the molecular region thereby generating a transmission resonance which, together with spatial symmetry of the transverse propagating states within the ZGNR electrodes, yields highly optimized power factor S 2 G. Using two different molecules in Fig. 1 , we demonstrate that S 2 G optimized in this fashion is independent on the type of the molecule employed, which is a feature that can be exploited to search for the molecule that will bring the largest reduction of the phonon thermal conductance. The article is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we discuss the NEGF-DFT approach to the computation of electronic conductance, thermopower and thermal conductance for realistic single-molecule nanojunctions built from carbon and hydrogen atoms. The same approach applied to phonon thermal conductance is discussed in Sect. 3 for the elastic regime where electron-phonon [51, 52] interactions or phonon-phonon [53] scattering processes are neglected. The electronic transmission function and thermopower for ZGNR|18-annulene|ZGNR and ZGNR|C10|ZGNR junctions are discussed and compared in Sect. 4. In Sect. 5 we show how the usage of ZGNR electrodes, whose transverse propagating eigenstates have special symmetry properties in real space, makes it possible to block the hole-like portion of the transmission function thereby enhancing the thermopower. Section 6 shows the phonon transmission function and the corresponding thermal conductance for these two junctions. In Sect. 6, we also compare phonon transport quantities obtained via full NEGF-DFT methodology to the computationally faster NEGF coupled to Brenner empirical interatomic potential (EIP) where we find failure of the latter technique to describe nanojunctions in Fig. 1 . Using the quantities computed in Sect. 4 and Sect. 6, we construct the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT in (1) for the two singlemolecule nanojunctions in Sect. 7. We summarize and dis-cuss briefly future directions for the computational modeling of single-molecule thermoelectrics in Sect. 8.
NEGF-DFT methodology for the computation of electron transport-determined thermoelectric quantities
The traditional tools for the computation of thermoelectric transport coefficients, such as the semiclassical Boltzmann equation [54] , cannot be used for a quasiballistic nanometersize active region attached to much larger reservoirs. 2 The proper description of such open quantum system can be achieved using quantum master equations for the reduced density matrix of the active region [56] [57] [58] [59] or the NEGF formalism [60] . The former is typically used when the active region is weakly coupled to the reservoirs (so that the coupling between the molecule and the electrodes is treated perturbatively), while the latter is employed in the opposite limit [61] . The discussion of the complementary nature of the two methods and the boundaries of their validity can be found in Ref. [62] analyzing simple phenomenological models of single-molecule nanojunctions.
The NEGF formalism for steady-state transport operates with two central quantities, the retarded G(E) and the lesser Green functions G < (E), which describe the density of available quantum states and how electrons occupy those states, respectively [60] . Its application to electronic transport is often combined [63] with the tight-binding (TB) Hamiltonian whose hopping parameters are fitted using more microscopic theory. 3 This procedure is exemplified by the recent calculations [66] predicting ZT 3 for sufficiently long SiNW of 2 nm diameter with surface disorder, where the electronic subsystem in silicon was described by sp 3 d 5 s * TB Hamiltonian with nearest-neighbor hoppings and ten orbitals per site.
However, such usage of NEGF formalism, where the device Hamiltonian is known from the outset, is not suitable for the description of realistic single-molecule nanojunctions where the organic molecule consists of carbon and other atomic species, or in the case of GNR electrodes where different atoms or atomic groups are used to passivate dangling bonds along the edges [67] . In such cases, first-principles input about atomistic and electronic structure is necessary in order to capture charge transfer between different atoms in equilibrium, geometricallyoptimized atomic positions of the molecular bridge including molecule-electrode separation in equilibrium, and forces 2 For comparison between Boltzmann semiclassical and Landauer quantum transport approaches applied to thermoelectric transport coefficients of conventional translationally invariant systems see Ref. [55] . 3 For example, in the case of either bulk graphene [64] or GNRs [65] one has to employ TB Hamiltonian with up to third-nearest-neighbor hopping in order to match the DFT-computed band structure. on atoms when they are perturbed out of equilibrium. For example, Ref. [68] shows how linear-response conductance of GNR-based devices is computed incorrectly if charge transfer between edge hydrogen and interior carbon atoms is not taken into account.
The state-of-the-art approach that can capture these effects, as long as the coupling between the molecule and the electrodes is strong enough [69] to ensure transparent contact and diminish Coulomb blockade effects [37, 70] , is NEGF-DFT. The DFT part of this framework is employed using typical approximations (such as LDA, GGA, or B3LYP [71] ) for its exchange-correlation functional. The sophisticated computational algorithms [68, 70, [72] [73] [74] [75] developed to implement the NEGF-DFT framework over the past decade can be encapsulated by the iterative selfconsistent loop:
The loop starts from the initial input electron density n in (r) and then employs some standard DFT code [71] typically in the basis set of finite-range orbitals for the valence electrons which allows for faster numerics and unambiguous partitioning of the system into the active region and the semiinfinite ideal electrodes. The DFT part of the calculation yields the single particle Kohn-Sham Hamiltonian
Here V eff (r) is the DFT mean-field potential due to other electrons where V H (r) is the Hartree, V xc (r) is the exchangecorrelation and V ext (r) is the external potential contribution. The inversion ofĤ KS [n(r)] yields the retarded Green function G(E) [see (6) below] whose integration over energy determines the density matrix via
Here the coherent transport regime (i.e., electron-phonon or electron-electron dephasing processes are absent) is assumed, so that G < (E) can be expressed solely in terms of G(E). The matrix elements n out (r) = r|ρ|r are the new electron density as the starting point of the next iteration. This procedure is repeated until the convergence criterion ρ out − ρ in < δ is reached, where δ 1 is a tolerance parameter. The efficient computational algorithms for the construction of the density matrix in (5) for two-terminal device are discussed in Refs. [68, 73] , and the recently developed algorithms for ρ in multiterminal devices (including multiterminal thermoelectrics [34] ) can be found in Ref. [76] .
The representation of the retarded Green function in the local orbital basis {φ i } requires to compute the inverse matrix
where the Hamiltonian matrix H is composed of elements H ij = φ i |Ĥ KS |φ j . The overlap matrix S has elements S ij = φ i |φ j . The non-Hermitian matrices Σ L,R (E) represent the retarded self-energies due to the "interaction" with the left (L) and the right (R) electrodes [60, 63] . These selfenergies determine escape rates of electrons from the active region into the semi-infinite ideal electrodes, so that an open quantum system can be viewed as being described by the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian
] account for the level broadening due to the coupling to the electrodes [60, 63] .
The retarded Green function is required to post-process the result of the DFT loop and obtain the transport quantities. For example, the zero-bias electron transmission function in the elastic (no electron-electron [36] or electronphonon [51, 52] interactions) transport regime between the left and the right electrode is given by:
Each electrode terminates at infinity into macroscopic reservoirs where electrons are assumed to be thermalized with
for the left and right reservoirs, respectively. The transmission function T el (E) in (7) is then employed to compute the following auxiliary integrals [77] 
Here
is the Fermi distribution function at the chemical potential μ (which is the same for both reservoirs in the linear-response regime μ L − μ R → 0), and its negative derivative can be written in the form
advantageous for computational implementation especially at low temperatures. The knowledge of K n (μ) finally yields all electronic quantities
that enter into the expression for ZT in (1). Our MT-NEGF-DFT code [47, 76] , employed to obtain results in Sect. 4 via the formulas discussed in this Section, utilizes ultrasoft pseudopotentials and Perdew-BurkeErnzerhof (PBE) parametrization of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange-correlation functional of DFT. The localized basis set for DFT calculations is constructed from atom-centered orbitals (six per C atom and four per H atom with atomic radius 8.0 Bohr) that are optimized variationally for the electrodes and the central molecule separately while their electronic structure is obtained concurrently.
We note that the well-known tendency of DFT-PBE to underestimate HOMO-LUMO (HOMO-highest occupied molecular orbital; LUMO-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital) energy gap in molecules, and hence overestimate the conductance [78] does not influence the results presented in Sect. 4. This is because for nanojunctions in Fig. 1 , the transmission around the Fermi level is not determined by the off-resonant tunneling through the HOMO-LUMO gap. Instead, electrons propagate via resonant evanescent modes of the graphene electrodes. The energy and shape of such wavefunctions are determined by the electronic structure of the graphene nanoribbons and should be well described by DFT-PBE.
NEGF-DFT methodology for the computation of phonon transport-determined thermoelectric quantities
In contrast to rapid development [60, 63] of NEGF-TB-and NEGF-DFT-based quantum transport methods for electron propagation through nanostructures discussed in Sect. 2, comparable methods for phonon transport have emerged relatively slow [79] . For example, classical molecular dynamics (MD) [80] and the Peierls-Boltzmann equation [81] are widely used traditional methods in phonon transport. However, the MD methodology is not accurate below the Debye temperature, while the Peierls-Boltzmann equation cannot be used in nanostructures without translational invariance. In both cases, this is due to quantum effects becoming important.
Only recently, the NEGF formalism has been extended to study the quantum phononic transport [79] . Nevertheless, among recent theoretical studies of single-molecule thermoelectric devices using first-principles quantum transport frameworks [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] , most have focused on computing the thermopower S el , with only a few [30, [33] [34] [35] employing DFT to obtain forces on displaced atoms and then compute κ ph from first-principles. The experimental data on the thermal conductance of single-molecule nanojunctions is even more scarce [13, 82] .
The phonon thermal conductance in the absence of phonon-phonon [53] or electron-phonon [51, 52] scattering is obtained from the phonon transmission function T ph (ω) using the Landauer-type formula [83] :
The phonon transmission function T ph (ω) in such elastic transport regime can be expressed in terms of NEGFs for the active region (molecule + portion of electrodes) attached to two semi-infinite electrodes
The phonon retarded Green function is obtained in the same fashion as the electronic one in (6) but with substitutions
Here K is the force constant matrix, M is a diagonal matrix with the atomic masses, Π L,R are the self-energies, and
. We compute the force constant matrix K using GPAW package [84] , which is a real-space grid implementation of the projector augmented wave method for electronic structure calculations [85] . The electronic wavefunctions are expanded in atomic orbitals with a single-zeta polarized (SZP) basis set, and PBE exchange-correlation functional is used. The whole active region, which includes 27 layers of ZGNR electrodes, is first relaxed to a maximum force of 0.01 eV/Å per atom. Subsequently, we displace each atom I by Q I α in the direction α = {x, y, z} to get the forces F Jβ (Q I α ) on atom J = I in direction β. The elements of K-matrix are then computed from finite differences
The intra-atomic elements are calculated by imposing momentum conservation, such that K I α,Iβ = −Σ J =I K I α,Jβ . We note that double-zeta polarized (DZP) basis set would in principle be more accurate. However, since our active region contains around 300 atoms, all of which must be relaxed and subsequently displaced to calculate the force constant matrix, we have found that usage of DZP basis set is computationally too time consuming. Furthermore, comparing our results for the room-temperature κ ph of infinite homogeneous ZGNR discussed in Sect. 6 with firstprinciples results of Ref. [86] , which employed SIESTA package [87] with DZP basis set and the same displaceeach-atom methodology to obtain forces acting on all atoms as a result of such displacements, we find less than 2% deviation which supports the usage of our computationally faster strategy.
The methodology described in this Section does not take into account resistive umklapp phonon-phonon scattering which plays an important role in interpreting experiments on room-temperature lattice thermal conductivity of largearea graphene [88] . However, this effect, which is easy to describe using the Peierls-Boltzmann equation but is very expensive computationally within NEGF formalism [53] , should not play an important role in devices depicted in Fig. 1 because the mean-free path in graphene is 677 nm at room temperature [89] . That is, the active region of the single-molecule nanojunctions in Fig. 1 or the width of their GNR electrodes is much smaller than at all temperatures below the ambient one which are the focus of our study.
Electronic transmission and thermopower in single-molecule nanojunctions with GNR electrodes
The recent fabrication of GNRs with ultrasmooth edges [90] [91] [92] has opened new avenues for highly controllable molecular junctions with a well-defined molecule-electrode contact characterized by high transparency, strong directionality and reproducibility. This is due to the fact that strong molecule-GNR π -π coupling makes possible formation of a continuous π -bonded network across GNR and orbitals of π -conjugated organic molecules [93] . Although GNRs with zigzag [91] or chiral edges [92] are insulating at very low temperatures due to one-dimensional spin-polarized edge states coupled across the width of the nanoribbon, such unusual magnetic ordering and the corresponding band gap is easily destroyed above 10 K [94, 95] so that they can be considered as candidates for metallic electrodes. In fact, the experimental pursuit of graphene-based single-molecule nanojunctions, where organic molecules are inserted into the nanogap formed by feedback controlled electroburning of few-layer graphene, has commenced very recently [96] . Unlike the metallic carbon nanotubes (CNTs), which were employed in earlier experiments [97] as electrodes of single-molecule nanojunctions in order to generate π -bonded network [93] , GNRs have planar structure appropriate for aligning and patterning. The early experiments [97] on CNT|molecule|CNT heterojunctions have measured surprisingly small conductances for a variety of sandwiched molecules. The first-principles analysis of different setups reveals that this is due to significant twisting forces when molecule is connected to CNT via 6-membered rings [93] . Therefore, to keep nearly parallel and in-plane configuration (hydrogen atoms of 18-annulene slightly deviate from the molecular plane) of our ZGNR|18-annulene|ZGNR junction, we use a 5-membered ring [93] to chemically bond ZGNR to 18-annulene or to C10 molecule, as illustrated in Fig. 1 .
The high contact transparency makes it possible for evanescent wavefunctions from the two ZGNR electrodes to tunnel into the molecular region and meet in the middle of it (when the molecule is short enough [93] ). This is a counterpart of the well-known metal induced gap states in metalsemiconductor Schottky junctions. Such effect can induce a large peak (i.e., a resonance) in the electronic transmission function near E F , despite the HOMO-LUMO energy gap of the isolated molecule. This phenomenology is confirmed by Figs. 2(a) and 2(c) showing the zero-bias electronic transmission T el (E) where the peak around E − E F = 0 is The carbon atoms of a ring-shaped 18-annulene molecule can be connected to ZGNR electrodes in configurations whose Feynman paths for electrons traveling around the ring generate either constructive or destructive quantum interference effects imprinted on the conductance [48, 49] . For example, a π -electron at E F entering the molecule in setup shown in Fig. 1 has wavelength k F /2d (d is the spacing between carbon atoms within the molecule), so that for the two simplest Feynman paths of length 9d (upper half of the ring) and 9d (lower half of the ring) the phase difference is 0 and constructive interference occurs. Note that the destructive quantum interference [48, 49] would form an additional dip [47] (i.e., an antiresonance) within the main transmission peak around E − E F = 0 in Fig. 2(a) . The effect of such antiresonance on the thermopower S el for gold|18-annulene|gold junctions has been analyzed in Ref. [18] as a possible sensitive tool to confirm the effects of quantum coherence, even at room temperature, on transport through single-molecule nanojunctions.
Additionally, the suppression of the hole-like transmission, T el (E) → 0 for −1.0 eV E − E F < 0, avoids unfavorable compensation [33] of hole-like and electron-like contributions to the thermopower. This is due to the symmetry of transverse propagating eigenstates in the semiinfinite ZGNR electrodes which we elaborate in more detail in Sect. 5. These features in the electronic transmission function yield the thermopower S el in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d) whose maximum value, which is slightly away from E − E F = 0 at room temperature, is an order of magnitude larger than the one measured in large-area graphene [98] or in organic molecules sandwiched by gold electrodes [10] .
Comparing Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) for the ZGNR|18-annulene|ZGNR junction with Figs. 2(c) and 2(d) for the ZGNR|C10|ZGNR junction shows great similarity of the transmission function around the Fermi energy E − E F = 0. This stems from electronic transport being governed by the overlapping evanescent modes, so that the same features in the electronic transmission function and thermopower should persist for any sufficiently short organic molecule as long as its HOMO and LUMO levels are far away from the Fermi energy of the electrodes. While both 18-annulene and C10 molecules are of similar length, inserting longer molecules will simply diminish the transmission peak around the Fermi energy, as illustrated for single-molecule nanojunctions with CNT electrodes by NEGF-DFT analysis in Ref. [93] . Since these features in the transmission function are governed by evanescent and propagating wavefunctions originating in metallic ZGNR electrodes, they are impervious to the usual poor estimates of energy gaps and molecular level position in DFT and, therefore, do not require more accurate but computationally much more expensive NEGF-GW approach [78] .
Suppression of hole-like transmission by the symmetry of transverse propagating states in ZGNR electrodes
The evanescent mode-induced transmission resonance can also be generated in setups where CNT electrodes are at- tached to a short organic molecule 4 via transparent contacts [46, 93] . However, besides the effect of the same type in our ZGNR|18-annulene|ZGNR and ZGNR|C10|ZGNR junctions, their power factor S 2 G is further enhanced by completely different transport properties of the ZGNR conduction band (CB) Bloch eigenstates (exhibiting high transmission) and the valence band (VB) Bloch eigenstates (exhibiting low transmission). The origin of this asymmetry can be explained by analyzing the spatial symmetry of the CB and VB propagating eigenstates. The CB and VB states have different symmetry properties-while the CB state is symmetric with respect to mirroring in the z-axis, the VB state is antisymmetric. Recall that the molecules in Fig. 1 are coupled to the electrodes via a pentagon in the middle of the transverse edge of the nanoribbon, and thus form a two-atom linear carbon chain between the ZGNR and the rest of the molecule. The state in this linear chain will certainly be symmetric so that they do not couple with the antisymmetric states in VB, while a large coupling to the symmetric states in CB is expected.
Although the above explanation of the shape of transmission function T el (E) around E − E F = 0 in terms of the spatial symmetry properties of CB and VB Bloch eigenstates is rather intuitive, it may be instructive to show in more detail the connection between the eigenstates of the electrodes and the NEGF formalism which often makes no explicit reference to such eigenstates [99] . For this purpose, we consider a simple model depicted in Fig. 4(a) which shares many features with single-molecule nanojunctions in Fig. 1 . The model consists of two semi-infinite double tightbinding chains acting as leads that are attached to a single Thus, the Hamiltonian of the lead unit cell marked by rectangles in Fig. 4(a) is given by
and the coupling matrix between two such unit cells is
Figure 4(b) plots the transmission function of the junction (solid red) and of the infinite electrodes (dashed black). Similar to T el (E) plotted in Fig. 2 (a) and 2(c), we find a complete blocking of the transmission function for VB states, while the CB states are highly transmitting. This asymmetry between quantum transport through VB and CB transverse propagating states may again be explained by their symmetry properties.
In analogy with ZGNR, the VB Bloch eigenstate is antisymmetric while the CB Bloch eigenstate is symmetric. The Bloch eigenstates can be written as
where a = −1 for VB and a = +1 for CB. We now recall that the lead self-energy can be expressed as [100]
using the transfer matrix T. For our purpose it is sufficient to consider only the imaginary part of the self-energy because the asymmetry is determined by
The transfer matrix can be calculated from the complex band structure [75] including both propagating and evanescent states. The imaginary part of the transfer matrix is determined solely by the transverse propagating states [75] :
where the sum runs only over propagating states whose transverse part φ n is purely real. The surface Green function [99] in the lead-unit cell next to the central single chain is related to the self-energy by g L = V −1 Σ L V −1 . It now follows that the surface Green function has the structure
The self-energy on the single chain due to the left lead is obtained as
, where V LC is the coupling matrix between the left lead and the central singlechain (there is a similar contribution from the right lead as discussed in Sect. 2). Since only the first site in the chain is connected to the left lead, Σ L has only one non-zero element (Σ L ) 11 = 0 in the upper left corner. From (22) 11 is non-zero for energies in CB. Therefore, since the transmission function of the junction is given by (7), it follows that it must be zero for energies in the VB.
The analysis presented in this Section demonstrates that the vanishing transmission function [ Fig. 4 The force constant matrix K, discussed in Sect. 3 as an input for NEGF calculations, can also be obtained using empirical interatomic potentials. This is widely used methodology to treat elastic phonon quantum transport in clean or disordered nanowires [66, [102] [103] [104] since it is computationally much less expensive than our firstprinciples approach discussed in Sect. 3. One of the standard choices for hydrocarbon systems is the so-called Brenner EIP [105] , which is often applied to study lattice dynamics and phonon thermal transport in carbon nanotubes and graphene [106] . The Brenner EIPs are short range, so they cannot accurately fit the graphene dispersion over the entire Bril- louin zone (BZ). However, the thermal transport depends more sensitively on the accuracy of acoustic phonon frequencies near the zone center where the longitudinal-and transverse-acoustic (LA and TA) velocities and the quadratic curvature of the out-of-plane acoustic (ZA) branch are determined. Conversely, only weak thermal excitation of the optical phonons and acoustic phonons near the BZ boundary occurs around room temperature because of the large Debye temperature (∼2000 K) of graphene.
The basic steps of NEGF-Brenner-EIP methodology are: initially relax the device geometry ⇒ the force constant between atom I in direction α = x, y, x and atom J in direction β is calculated using analytical derivatives, K I α,Jβ = ∂U/(∂R I α ∂R Jβ ), where U is the total energy ⇒ compute retarded Green function in (14) and then phonon transmission function using (13) . Here we employ Brenner EIP as implemented in the GULP code [101, 107] .
To contrast this methodology with the full NEGF-DFT treatment of the phonon thermal transport in our single-molecule nanojunctions, we add NEGF-Brenner-EIP results for T ph (ω) and κ ph for the case of ZGNR|18-annulene|ZGNR junction and infinite homogeneous 8-ZGNR in Figs. 5(a) and 5(b). Although NEGF-Brenner-EIP calculations differs very little from NEGF-DFT in the case of infinite homogeneous ZGNR, the NEGF-Brenner-EIP methodology yields significantly lower T ph (ω) and κ ph for ZGNR|18-annulene|ZGNR junction. Thus, using the Brenner-EIP to describe phonon transport would lead to an overestimated ZT.
Thermoelectric figure of merit of single-molecule nanojunctions with GNR electrodes
Combining the first-principles results in Sect. 4 for electron transport and in Sect. 6 for phonon transport allows us to obtain the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT, assuming S = S el in (1) while neglecting any phonon-drag contribution S ph in our treatment of independent electron and phonon propagation. The results shown in Fig. 6 demonstrate ZT 0.4 for both junctions at room temperature. For comparison, we note that the recent proposal for the singlemolecule thermoelectric devices with sophisticated combination of local chemical tuning of the molecular states and usage of semiconducting electrodes has predicted [33] much smaller ZT 0.1 at room temperature and ZT 0.01 at low temperatures T < 100 K. In addition, a possibility to reach maximum ZT 3 at E − E F = 0.0 in Fig. 6(b) or E − E F = −0.02 eV (which can be set by the backgate electrode covering the whole device [98] ) in Fig. 6(d) at low temperatures T 10 K is much larger than the value achieved in conventional low-temperature bulk thermoelectric materials [3] . It is also larger than ZT 1 found in recent studies of low-temperatures (T < 100 K) nanoscale thermoelectrics, such as the Kondo insulator nanowires [25] . Thus, our single-molecule nanojunctions could be suitable for highperformance thermoelectric cooling at low temperatures. 
Summary and future prospects
We provided an overview of NEGF-DFT methodology to treat independent electron and phonon transport in nanoscale thermoelectric devices, where we focused on the nascent subfield of thermoelectricity in single-molecule nanojunctions. The examples of nanojunctions we considered consist of an organic molecule attached to metallic ZGNR electrodes via strong covalent bond which creates continuous π -bonded network across the device. Although devices in Fig. 1 look futuristic at first sight, presently available nanofabrication technologies have already demonstrated feasibility of single-molecule nanojunctions with graphene electrodes [96] . The highly transparent GNR|molecule contact allows for evanescent wavefunctions to penetrate from the ZGNR electrodes into the HOMO-LUMO gap of sufficiently short molecule, thereby generating a transmission resonance as a favorable ingredient to optimize the electronic thermopower. While such resonance could be achieved by using other types of carbonbased metallic electrodes such as metallic CNTs, the usage of ZGNRs also brings peculiar spatial symmetry properties of transverse propagating states which block transmission of electrons in a range of energies below the Fermi energy of the device. This increases the thermopower where, otherwise, contributions from hole-like and electron-like transmission appear with different signs in (10) and thus partially cancel each other. Finally, the mismatch in vibrational properties of the semi-infinite ZGNR electrode and the molecule acts to reduce the phonon thermal conductance across the junction by a factor of about three when compared to infinite homogeneous ZGNRs. The combination of these three features leads to ZT 0.4 at room temperature and maximum ZT 3 achieved at very low temperatures T 10 K.
These values of ZT obtained for junctions in Fig. 1 turn out to be much higher than those found in other recent firstprinciples studies of single-molecule-based thermoelectric devices [30, 33, 35] .
The high values of ZT we found for devices in Fig. 1 operating in the low-temperature T 10 K environment could find applications in thermoelectric cooling of, e.g., infrared sensors where Peltier junctions offer a solid state and lightweight setup without any moving parts. While the thermoelectric figure of merit ZT we obtained at room temperature is still low, we anticipate that much higher ZT could be achieved by testing different types of molecules to reduce κ ph further. Essentially, the single-molecule nanojunctions proposed in Fig. 1 should be viewed as representatives of a new class of nanoscale thermoelectric devices where the power factor S 2 G is already optimized by the usage of GNR electrodes that generate molecular-level-independent transmission resonance and where the spatial symmetry of transverse propagating eigenstates in GNR electrodes lifts the compensation of hole-like and electron-like contributions to S el .
Future prospects
We also offer a brief survey of possible future directions and related challenges. Our discussion of quantum electronic and phononic transport in realistic single-molecule nanojunctions via NEGF-DFT formalism has been confined to noninteracting electrons and phonons which propagate independently of each other. Since single-molecule nanojunctions depicted in Fig. 1 have highly transparent contacts due to strong molecule-electrode coupling, we have not considered Coulomb blockade effects [36] [37] [38] that would become relevant in molecules weakly coupled to the electrodes. Their understanding (such as simultaneous treatment of Coulomb blockade and coherent tunneling transport regimes [36] ) to correctly capture thermoelectric properties in the presence of many-body interactions is in its infancy.
Although the electron-phonon interaction is the dominant mechanism of inelastic scattering in single-molecule nanojunctions, whose effect on electronic current [51, 52, 57, 108, 109] and its noise [61] has attracted considerable attention, the study of electron and phonon quantum transport coupled by such interaction is extremely rare. Also, while techniques have been developed to take into account anharmonicity within NEGF framework applied to phonon transport through single-molecule nanojunctions [53] , the treatment of phonon-phonon scattering via such fully quantummechanical approach combined with first-principles methods to capture atomistic structure of realistic junctions is lacking. For example, there is only a handful of recent papers [35, 50, [110] [111] [112] [113] where the problem of coupled electron and phonon transport has been tackled using NEGF applied to simple phenomenological models [50, [110] [111] [112] [113] , or NEGF-DFT but with simplifications in considering transport of interacting electrons and noninteracting phonons [35] . Nevertheless, these attempts hint [35, 50] at possibly strong effect of electron-phonon interaction on the thermopower S el , as well as that ZT of singlemolecule nanojunctions can be enhanced by them. In fact, electron-phonon interaction is largely an unexplored parameter in the quest for efficient thermoelectric materials, as highlighted by the recent experiments on superlattices [114] .
The main technical issue in evaluating even the lowest order Feynman diagrams (Hartree and Fock for electrons [51, 52] and polarization bubble for phonons [61, 113] ) for the retarded and lesser nonequilibrium self-energies [60] is integration in energy which has to be done repeatedly in order to achieve self-consistency that ensures conservation of charge and heat currents [110] . The successful solution to this extremely computationally intensive [51] problem will open a pathway to understand phonon drag (which has thus far been studied only via the coupled electron-phonon Boltzmann equations [115] ) and electron drag (where phonons are dragged by electrons from low T region into high T region [113] ) effects in realistic single-molecule thermoelectric devices using first-principles quantum transport simulations.
